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Executive Summary
In FY2016, ACHD is designing maintenance work on Main St and Idaho St as part of the 2017 Downtown Boise
Implementation Plan project. Auxiliary to that work and at the request of the City of Boise, ACHD is considering
the potential implementation of bike facilities on these corridors from Broadway to 16th St. During an April 20,
2016 work session, the Commission reviewed the four potential bike lane alternatives and results of an online
survey/public open house held in March 2016. At the February work session the Commission directed staff to
delay further action on the bike lane alternatives to a date uncertain, in order to allow the Commission to
consider more information.
Facts & Findings
The concept of bike lanes on Main‐Idaho has an extensive history over the last two years:
‐ August 2013 – ACHD Commission adopted the Downtown Boise Implementation Plan. Main‐Idaho
shown as a Shared Bike Route. Jefferson St selected as the preferred route for new east‐west bike
lanes, when converted to a 2‐way street.
‐ October 2013 – Capital City Development Corp consultant completed the Boise, Idaho Downtown
Walkability Analysis. Report recommends the addition of a protected bike lane on Main‐Idaho by
removing a travel lane on each road.
‐ March 2014 – ACHD Public Involvement Meeting held regarding protected bike lane proposal.
‐ May 2014 – ACHD conducted a pilot project to test protected bike lane proposal.
‐ June 2014 – ACHD Commission approved completion of pilot project. Directed staff to organize a
stakeholder committee to review and make recommendation on bike lanes downtown.
‐ June 2014 – April 2015 – A simple majority of the stakeholder committee recommended permanent
installation of protected bike lanes on Main‐Idaho.
‐ April 2015 – Work session held with the Commission to review the stakeholder recommendation. Staff
indicated design of bike facilities on Main‐Idaho would occur with the 2017 DBIP project and that the
Commission would review the design prior to implementation.
‐ September 2015 – During the bike lane retrofit update work session, the Commission directed staff to
return with bike lane alternatives prior to design.
‐ November 2015 – The Commission reviewed the draft scope of work and schedule and approved staff
moving forward the development of four concept alternatives.
‐ December 2015 – The Commission approved the contract for the development of the 2017 Downtown
Boise Implementation project, including the bike lane concept development.
‐ February 2016 – The ACHD Commission reviewed four bike lane alternatives for Main and Idaho,
including No Build, Bike Lanes Protected by Parking, Bike Lanes Protected by Posts, and Bike Lanes with
a Painted Buffer.
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March 2016 – ACHD conducted a public comment period with online survey and public open house.
April 2016 – A majority of the project team for this project recommended selection of the Parking
Protected Bike Lanes alternative. A minority of the project team recommends selection of the No Build
alternative.
April 20, 2016 – Contract for FY 16 DBIP awarded; includes bike lanes on Jefferson in conjunction with
maintenance and two‐way conversion, and in accordance with approved DBIP. Commission work
session completed to review alternatives and public input about Main and Idaho. Commission directed
staff to delay further action on the bike lane alternatives to a date uncertain in order to allow the
Commission to consider more information.
May 18, 2016 – Jefferson St construction begun.

Policy Implications
Maintenance work on Main and Idaho was approved with the adoption of the FY 2016‐2020 IFYWP on October
28, 2015. Any further improvements, including bike lanes, are intended to be added when this maintenance is
performed. ACHD’s primary responsibility is to ensure a safe and functioning transportation system for all users.
The continued installation of painted bike lanes on Jefferson St is in accordance with the IFYWP and the adopted
Downtown Boise Implementation Plan, and is independent of the consideration for bike lanes on Main and
Idaho Streets. If the Jefferson bike lanes are retained, modifications could be made to the Jefferson St
reconfiguration to reduce the approved parking impacts. The Commission should consider all inputs received to
date in determining how the selected alternative meets these stated goals.
Fiscal Implication
Funding to complete the development and implementation of a bike lane alternative is budgeted as part of the
FY2017 DBIP maintenance project as approved by the Commission in the FY2016‐2020 Integrated Five‐Year
Work Plan. Depending on the alternative selected, ACHD may need to enter into a cost share agreement with
the City and/or Capital City Development Corporation for certain project elements (transit islands, sidewalk
modifications, etc.) outside the scope of the planned maintenance project.
Alternatives
1. Select the Main/Idaho “No Build” alternative.
2. Select one of the “build” alternatives for bike lanes on Main and Idaho:
a. Parking Protected Bike Lanes
b. Post Protected Bike Lanes (Parking Removed)
c. Buffered Bike Lanes
3. Continue with current Commission direction, which provides more time for further information to be
collected related to the impacts of bike facilities on Main/Idaho. (This may delay the maintenance
treatments on Main/Idaho currently scheduled for FY2017)
Note: If one of the Main/Idaho “build” alternatives is selected, the Commission could also choose to modify
DBIP and remove bike lanes on Jefferson.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Commission continue with their current direction, which provides more time for further
information to be collected related to the impacts of bike facilities on Main/Idaho.
The Commission should consider all public, stakeholder, and partner agency inputs given to date in making its
decision.

Attachment(s)
Attachment A – Public comments received after the public comment period closed.
All comments received during the public comment period, including all survey response comments are compiled
and can be found at: http://www.achdidaho.org/Projects/PublicProject.aspx?ProjectID=379

Additional Public Comments
Received April 8, 2016 to June 28, 2016
From: Steve [mailto:1capitalist@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 7:49 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
The congestion currently created with poorly designed traffic patterns and car lanes lost to bike lanes
combines for an extremely dangerous environment for everyone, including bikes. The created bike
lanes are largely empty. Certainly a very low volume of bikes use the lanes compared to the autos that
previously used the same space. The result is taxpayer funded pathways that sit unused while the lanes
next to these spaces are crowded, congested and unsafe. The auto accidents, personal injury to
pedestrians and I would imagine, eventual harm to bikers falls squarely on the shoulders of those who
thought this up.
The city/county does not need additional bike lanes and given out poor planning, there will likely be
places where bikes will need to exercise caution, share the road with cars or even require the walking of
bikes because there simply is no room. Modest accommodation is ok but we are already way past that.
I oppose further experimentation and hope no one is hurt as a result of the current commingling of
traffic types. I do encourage that bike safety and enforcement be enhanced. Riding in inappropriate
directions, cutting through and across traffic, etc. need to be discouraged and ticketed. Education may
be needed as well as we see a growing sense of 'no rules apply to bikes'. The rules of physics still apply
to everyone and result in larger heavy metal objects causing damage to smaller objects even if the
smaller objects are deemed cool - the safety of the smaller bikes/riders is at risk and should be
considered right along with convenience.
Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

From: Michelle Arnett [mailto:chelle.tri@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 8:46 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I am in full support of anything you do to make Boise more bike friendly. As a cyclist and bicycle
commuter I appreciate dedicated bike lanes that are protected from heavy traffic.
Thank you,
Michelle Arnett

From: Louiskeefer@aol.com [mailto:Louiskeefer@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2016 2:22 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Dear Mr. Head & ACHD Commissioners:
Please; no Bike Lanes on Main & Idaho. If there needs to be Bike Lanes put them on Bannock & Jefferson
with "Connector Lanes" to the Center. Traffic is bad enough in the city core now. Making the streets
more crowded will be dangerous for the cyclists, motorists & pedestrians.
Also, please don't remove any parking spaces from any downtown streets. Most people who use
downtown don't walk, ride the bus or ride bikes - they drive and that won't change. Removing parking
spaces will surely send people to the "Village" or the "Mall".
Best regards,
Louis
Louis H. Keefer, MBA
(Former Boise Historic Preservation Commission Chairman)
(Former Garden City Councilman)
P.O. Box 2183
Boise, ID. 83701
(208) 440-9846
louiskeefer@aol.com

From: Whitlock Gayla & Norm [mailto:ngwhit@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 9:02 AM
Subject: Re: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Study to be presented to ACHD Commission
My general comments (for what they’re worth) 1) Don’t make driving in the downtown area complicated - confused drivers are a danger to themselves
and cyclists.
2) Boise is a northern city - why design a comprehensive bike system that is used primarily only in the
warm months. Austin TX yes, Boise ID no.
3) Rule of thumb - keep it simple. Example, moving parking away from the curb is not simple. It gives the
appearance of cars parking in a driving lane.
4) Boise is a bicycling community, true, but bicyclists (who commute downtown) are still a small
minority. Don’t forget the majority.
5) Those that frequent downtown, such as those that work there, can probably learn to navigate any
type road system eventually - but there are many visitors and Boise area residents that don’t have the
advantage of familiarity. Please keep them in mind.
Best Regards,
Norm Whitlock (Bicyclist and driver of cars)

From: pyprkat@msn.com [mailto:pyprkat@msn.com]
Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2016 10:05 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I think taking away car lanes and parking for someone's pet project and the benefit of a privileged few is
a disservice to the thousands who use the streets everyday for shopping and work. Boise wasn't
designed to have bicycles on the streets and many of the streets are too narrow. You should want to
encourage people to come downtown to shop and do business, not make it harder and more
inconvenient. If the Northenders want their bike lanes then build up the greenbelt or make a bicycle
park, or make the sidewalks to share, like on the greenbelt. This $ and effort should be put into the
mass transit proposal where it will benefit thousands, not on something that will be only for a few.

From: Barry Goff [mailto:bgoff999@q.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 10:53 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Do not add any more bike lanes. They already impede traffic wherever you go and the cyclist will not get
out of your way and even challenge automobiles. They run stop signs in front of cars and then shoot you
the finger as they think it is their right to do so.
Thanx

From: Jerry Rourke [mailto:rourke54@msn.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 2:28 PM
Subject: Downtown Bike Lane Proposals
Hello,
I have been following the proposed addition of bike lanes to Idaho and Main Streets with interest. I
have looked over the various proposals and I have some serious concerns relating to reducing auto
traffic lanes on Main and Idaho streets. Traffic is bad enough at various times already on those two
main streets.
Please do not reduce any auto traffic lanes on Main or Idaho. Many neighbors I know, already find it
hard enough to get though town and have suggested that they will have to start finding other ways
around if this is implemented. That can not be good for small businesses located on those streets or
ones just off those.
I'm sure bike lanes are needed downtown. Please add them to Jefferson street and leave Main and
Idaho streets alone.
Thank you for letting us share out thoughts.
Jerry Rourke

From: roc625.excite [mailto:roc625@excite.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 3:21 PM
Subject: Bike lanes
I feel that bike lanes would be fine if the bike people would observe the laws of the road as we drivers
do. They also should have a registration fee and licensing requirement to be on the road. That way they
would help pay for all of the considerations they want! I am sure that they will get what they want and
we will be required to pay the cost, which is not fair. They also need to not run traffic lights and stop
signs, I have almost hit them because they do NOT stop.
Thank you for allowing my impute into this problem I am sure that it will be put in to effect even if
wrong.
Rick Campbell

From: Frank Thielen [mailto:FThielen@builderslighting.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 2:30 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Why do we spend all this time and money on a bike lane for a very very small percentage of the
population that will ever use it. In addition a lane for traffic will be removed causing even longer
delays. Let's spend our money on finding ways to move traffic on Eagle Road so we don't have to sit in
our cars through 2 and 3 signal cycles. Bike lanes are not a good use of the tax payers money.
Frank Thielen
Meridian Idaho
3370 N. Park Crossing Avenue

From: Joe Boswell [mailto:jboswell2x@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2016 9:06 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
No one rides bikes in Boise. Why the focus? The energy should go elsewhere. Check it out during prime
commute time. You might see a bike or two. One would be me but I do just fine. Thanks! Joe

From: Brian Rencher [mailto:brencher@mindspring.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 9:42 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I thought you had decided not to move forward with bike lanes on Idaho and Main ? is that thought
changed ? Main looks likes when the Gardner Project is finished will become 3 narrow lanes
again, not room for a bike lane. I see the notice that you are moving forward on the changes and
bike lanes on Jefferson which is where it should be, not sure why you or the city of Boise continues to

push for bike lanes on Main and Idaho, the two busiest streets thru the core of the city. As a
sometimes bike rider I will ride on the least busiest street, which won’t be Main or Idaho.
And I know it’s not your call, but the rules for bikes need to go back to obeying the vehicle traffic
laws. Stopping at stop signs and no more rolling thru red lights, etc.
Thanks for your time
Brian Rencher
1722 W Idaho
Boise
794-4270 cell

From: Andrew Jenkins [mailto:jenkinsandrew@icloud.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 6:15 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
The majority of people do not see a need for a reducing lanes of traffic to accommodate bike lanes. Just
because two commissioners really like biking doesn't mean you ignore the public and inconvenience the
majority of the majority of the traveling public. Adding bike lanes to new or widened roadways is one
thing but these existing roads are already congested enough and only going to see increased traffic
numbers.

From: suesturn@aol.com [mailto:suesturn@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 8:44 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I again want to voice my concerns over new bike projects funded by motor vehicle licenses/ registration
fees that go to ACHD. Doing away with motor vehicle potential will only hurt downtown
businesses. This would seriously inhibit commercial vehicles, emergency vehicles and private
vehicles. The ones that pay ACHD's salary.
I used to frequent a restaurant in the downtown area but do not do so anymore due to construction,
meters and rude bikers downtown. Parking is free elsewhere, there are no rude bikers weaving in and
out and running through red lights in the Village.
These bikers want to do away with traffic lanes and have motor vehicles owners pay for all their
desires. That is criminal. I would support the city making some sort of enclosed bike track (like the skate
board parks) for those who wish this form of exercise but not at the expense of vehicles. Not everyone
is physically capable of riding a bike and you are destroying downtown for those of us who need motor
vehicles. We are paying for this not the bikers.
Until bikers start paying a fee when they purchase a bike, some sort of registration fee and are required
to abide by traffic laws it is prejudicial to continue providing for their every little whim and destroy
downtown.
S. Ketch

From: Richard George [mailto:richardlgeorge@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 12:19 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study

To whom it may concern,
There is one bicycle for every 100, 200, or maybe even 300 cars in use downtown.
Has there been a study on this? Or, are we just being politically correct?
And, I'd bet that number goes down 6 months out of every year (Oct.-March), and possible during the
hot weeks (months).
Bikes are great, but let's be realistic and safe.
Main Street and Idaho Streets offer a simple path for all cars using the downtown area with the use of a
center lane for through travel, where needed, with right and left lanes for turning (and waiting for
pedestrian crossing) at each cross street. Once the center lane is taken away, traffic will slow and
backup at every corner. You can see what deliveries and construction does to this now.
I am against bike lanes on these two very important streets. There is not enough parking downtown as it
stands. Parking garages are accessible off these streets, as well as curbside parking for quick merchant
and banking access. Shopping is limited by bicycle.
Not everyone has the luxury of riding a bike to work. Bike lanes on these streets will only create chaos
and be dangerous.
I think that Jefferson street is the right location for East-West bicycle traffic. There is already North and
South access on most, if not all streets already.
Do a traffic count on Jefferson, and compare to Main and Idaho. It's a no-brainer. Bike safety is the
priority, not how can we force bike lanes on every street for the few. It also is less cost to convert,
and less loss of valuable parking.
Eighth Street should be a full-on bike and pedestrian street between Main and Jefferson. It already is
from Front to Main.
Deliveries could be during certain hours, or even as they are now since there would be no automobile
traffic to interfere.
Change can be good if it is done right!
Thank you.
Richard L. George

From: Stan Bell [mailto:sbellboise@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 11:28 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
No changes to accommodate bikes in downtown Boise.

From: Charles Cole [mailto:chip.cole@icloud.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 2:07 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I support bike lanes on Jefferson, not Main/Idaho. Thanks for seeking my input.
Charles 'Chip' Cole
208.850.8975

From: Pamela Rebolo [mailto:prebolo@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 3:56 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I think you are catering to the bike enthusiast a bit too much. They don't follow rules, they are rude to
auto driver's, they don't stop for oncoming traffic. You are taking away a lot of rights of auto drivers.

From: leslikmay@aol.com [mailto:leslikmay@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 12:20 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
I'm glad to see that the bike lanes for downtown are being postponed for a while. I feel they are a bad
idea to begin with and that they cater only to the few that live on that end of town and ride their bikes. I
don't shop downtown or attend anything downtown if I can help it for a number or reasons, this only
being one. Parking, parking fees, congestion, constant construction somewhere just to name a few.
Thank you,
Lesli May

From: Barry Goff [mailto:bgoff999@q.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 11:11 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Do not add ANY lanes for bikes!

From: Diana Burny [mailto:DianaBu@IHFA.ORG]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 11:13 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
As a downtown resident also working downtown, I sincerely hope that the Alternatives Study suggests
NO bike lanes at all. With the current construction projects closing sidewalks and restricting traffic lanes,
I can barely walk to work and driving would take me longer than walking. Living on 8th street between
Bannock and Idaho, I observe that the few bicyclists using that street don’t use the bike lane that’s
already there. They ride down the middle of the street slowing the traffic trying to move behind them.

Why doesn’t the City consider installing bike racks around the perimeter of the downtown core and
make bikers WALK to their downtown destination rather than causing additional congestion?
Diana Burny
280 N 8th St #413
Boise, ID 83702

From: Cathy Fischer [mailto:cathf2@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 11:32 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho bike lanes- support for protected lanes
HelloI wanted to voice my strong support for protected bike lanes on Idaho and Main.
I strongly feel bike lanes protected with some type of physical barrier (parked cars, concrete barrier etc)
are much much safer than painted bike lanes.
As a family, we would not use painted bike lanes on Jefferson. We would continue to use the sidewalk
because painted bike lanes do not provide enough protection for our children.
We would definitely use protected bike lanes on Idaho and Main- especially if connected to the St Lukes
cycle track.
Thank you,
Cathy Fischer
Christopher Hess
Theo Hess
300 Avenue D
Boise
208 340 2094

From: Louiskeefer@aol.com [mailto:Louiskeefer@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 12:19 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lanes
Dear ACHD Commissioners:
Please; no Bike Lanes on Main & Idaho. If there needs to be Bike Lanes put them on Bannock & Jefferson
with "Connector Lanes" to the Center. Traffic is bad enough in the city core now. Making the streets
more crowded will be dangerous for the cyclists, motorists & pedestrians.
Also, please don't remove any parking spaces from any downtown streets. Most people who use
downtown don't walk, ride the bus or ride bikes - they drive and that won't change. Removing parking
spaces will surely send people to the "Village" or the "Mall".
Best regards,
Louis
Louis H. Keefer, MBA
(Former Boise Historic Preservation Commission Chairman)
(Former Garden City Councilman)
P.O. Box 2183

Boise, ID. 83701
(208) 440-9846
louiskeefer@aol.com

From: Mike Cotner [mailto:cotnerm6989@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 7:29 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
There is not enough bicycle traffic in downtown Boise to justify bike lanes on any streets.
This is strictly a move by politicians to appease their friends who reside in the North & East End
neighborhoods. All of the other Boise & Ada County residents will soon need to abandon the downtown
area due to lack of vehicular access. Downtown Boise will crumble if you continue to insist on forcing
bike lanes where they are not needed.

From: Fred Vinton [mailto:vintonwc@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 8:10 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Bike riders should learn to obey traffic rules. They act like privileged people. Maybe they should look
twice for cars!

From: Jerry R Pelton Jr [jaypelton@msn.com]
Sent: Sat 6/25/2016 6:48 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike lanes
Good afternoon Justin,
I hope this email finds you in good spirits looking forward to the 4th of July weekend. I'm sure you have
had heard plenty of pros & cons on this bike lane issue and it seems to be such a source of contention. I
had emailed Ryan Head in March my concern and wanted to make sure it would still be part of the
decision making process. I wish the time of the hearing of this issue could be published so I could attend
if necessary. Missing a lot of work plus arranging appropriate accommodations for me is difficult.
While I'm of the opinion of leaving things just the way they are, I know change is inevitable and I've
dealt with change professionally and personally for a long time. This email is just to bring to you some
insight from a small segment of the population that will be affected in a great way who want access to
downtown and commute though the areas in question.
My name is Jay Pelton and I'm a disabled driver who works off Jefferson. I drive a wheelchair van and
enter and exit my vehicle via a ramp from the passenger side of the van. The removal of any on street
parking will affect many disabled drivers but any removal of on street parking on the right side of the

road will have direct impact on citizens like me from access. There are so few handicap spaces now, we
end up using metered areas. Several handicap designated spaces also have inconvenient barriers for
ramps and lifts to load onto sidewalks. There are planters on Jefferson and the tree in front of city hall to
point out a couple. (I look forward to the handicap space being put back in in front of city hall on the
corner of Main and Capital once the bus transfer station is complete! City Hall did away with it one time
but put it back when I came and demonstrated the need.)
I know that there is handicap parking in the garages downtown but they are really not accessible
because the garages are unmanned. With out help, reaching for the ticket and paying afterwards is next
to impossible for most disabled drivers.
I understand better bike lanes are needed and Jefferson is where they should be placed since the one
way traffic flow is soon to be gone. Main and Idaho need to be preserved as is for commuting to the city
core and preserving the precious few convenient on street handicap parking spaces on the right side of
the street.
I'd enjoy talking with you and even volunteer to drive you around in my van on an afternoon, so you can
see first hand what promoted this missive.
Jay Pelton
208-867-1784

From: bb [mailto:smithfree@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 1:16 PM
Subject: Re: Main & Idaho Bike Lane Study to be presented to ACHD Commission
I will not be able to attend the meeting. My wife and I live downtown in the Capitol Plaza (Capitol and
Idaho) and walk and bike downtown on a daily basis. We strongly favor the "Protected Bike Lane"
version; our second choice is the "Bike Lane with Painted Buffer" version. Each of those options allow
parking on both sides of Idaho and Main Streets, and both options provide only two lanes of traffic.
Besides offering more parking, which downtown merchants will appreciate, the reduction of travel lanes to
two would greatly reduce the incidence off speeding, especially in the evenings and the weekends when
younger folks show off their cars downtown. Anything that slows the movement of traffic downtown will
enhance the quality of life for residents, shoppers, and other users of our wonderful downtown area. Also,
with the underground bus terminal opening soon, the need for bus lanes on the streets is eliminated.
We strongly oppose the "Protected Bike Lanes" version.
Maria and Michael Smith
199 N Capitol Blvd
#905
Boise
208.283.6574

From: Wyatt Fereday [mailto:wyatt.fereday@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 2:53 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Maximum bike lanes bit with paint or buttons - but no curb please!!
Thanks.
Wyatt Fereday - bike enthusiast and former noise high graduate
Sent from my iPhone

From: Kay Hummel [mailto:kayhum@cableone.net]
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2016 1:29 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives
Dear Justin and Commissioners Woods and Hansen,
I am startled that this issue is coming on the Commission agenda, right after a holiday (difficult to
organize and plan around).
Most importantly:
Just a few weeks back, ACHD allegedly set aside Main & Idaho bike lane options decision after analyzing
the open house responses because you folks and the public felt all the current downtown construction
presented too much confusion for an adequate decision. I understood the dust was going to settle first
and new traffic patterns with the transit center could be factored in once the Gardner projects and
other disturbances downtown are complete and the two lanes of Main are restored to normal service.
So here’s the situation and the analytical pothole from my perspective:
— Main is still partly open and the above projects are not finished;
— Portion of Ninth, between Front and River, is constrained due to the Simplot corporate expansion
using one lane of Ninth and one lane of Front;
— Jefferson two way rework is underway, and that adds to traffic and pedestrian/cycling confusion
downtown.
-- Jefferson will have bike lanes
-- Bannock does have bike lanes
Hearing this matter on July 6 feels like a piecemeal approach without sufficient analysis of all the moving
parts. *

So, Main/Idaho alternatives being decided now, makes one question whether ACHD really seeks the
public’s input; or whether you are just going with a preferred alternative — figured out some time ago.
I don’t want to attend another meeting in this situation with too many components undone,
unanalyzed. So in the interim, if you decide to do something on July 6, please get cyclists to stop using
Main and Idaho sidewalks. And do nothing else for awhile.
Sincerely,
Kay Hummel
420 E. Crestline Drive
Boise, ID 83702
*Perhaps an analogy here is the recent Broadway/Warm Springs study? /decision that seemed to be
made without a fundamental, long term plan for the entire near East End. The workshops and “show
Us” sessions felt piecemeal, like planning and decisions are done in a vacuum without looking at the
whole picture. And likewise, you had to deal separately with the big elephant in the room(Jefferson
Street vacation), again without long-range fundamental traffic analysis for the East End.

From: Rushton, Catherine [mailto:Catherine.Rushton@simplot.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2016 10:44 AM
Subject: Main & Idaho Bike Lane
Hi Justin
I saw the notice asking for input on the Main and Idaho bike lane project. As a cyclist and a car-driver
I’m all for this and think bike lanes would make life safer on those roads for everyone. I do think that
while it would be great to have the bike lanes, I don’t find cycling those roads much of a problem – cars
are moving fairly slowly and I feel safe. A bigger priority is to create some kind of way to get cyclists
safely from the downtown area to the Federal Way bike path. The bike path is great, but there is no way
to get there from downtown. If one rides up Capitol then in order to access Federal Way one has to cut
across several lanes of traffic to get into the narrow Federal Way turn lane – that’s just not an option.
Or cycle up and stay right then use the two crossings at The Depot to get across the lanes – also not a
great option. Right now I cycle up the sidewalk on the East side of Capitol, which I hate doing with other
cyclists and pedestrians, it’s not safe for either.
There is a horrible verge with shrubs along that stretch of Capitol, which could be removed to provide an
extension of the bike path on Federal Way – a quick and cheap fix.
Some ideas to ponder. Thanks for considering the bike lanes.
Catherine Rushton

Chain Sales and Operations Marketing Manager
JR Simplot Company
Office: 208 780 8389* Please update your records with my new office number
Cell: 208 863 3905
catherine.rushton@simplot.com

From: Kenneth Kline [mailto:kk357@cornell.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 4:56 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bicycle Lanes Alternatives Study Comments
With all of the changes that are going on / have gone on with the east end of downtown, I think these
bicycle lanes are necessary for having a bike friendly city and to mitigate future traffic demands. Car
traffic coming from Broadway should be directed towards using Myrtle and Front street to travel west /
east to and from much of downtown. Avenue B should be used to travel to the hospital or businesses on
Avenue B only (regardless of the decision on the Jefferson street closure). It should not be used as a
means to bypass Myrtle and Front Street to find another way to cut across town. All other roads should
be designed for low speed shared roadways. Adding bike lanes encourages cars to drive slower and
share the road. I find that conflicts arise when I ride my bike on roads without bike lanes or when
crossing intersections where I have to use the sidewalk. In addition, these bike lanes align with those
lanes on Warm Springs.
I also think a better overall plan for downtown is needed. 3rd street is a key road for cyclist since there
are lights on it to cross Myrtle and Front, particularly as it relates to Main and Idaho, and there are no
bike lanes. There currently aren't good ways to navigate Fort Street which residents of the east end use
to travel to the north end, including North Junior High where students have to ride their bikes / walk to
school. Crossing Fort Street at Reserve is always somewhat of a gamble and my 6 years old was almost
hit this past weekend as a driver turning onto Reserve was not paying attention. My family and I can
usually get where we need to go riding on the streets downtown but as Boise grows and there is more
traffic downtown, we are going to need streets designed to accommodate alternative means of
transportation.
Thanks,
Ken Kline
215 N Bruce Ave
Boise

From: jaco@cableone.net [mailto:jaco@cableone.net]
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2016 5:12 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study

Good day!
As a bicyclist, I don’t support any additional loss of traffic lane for automobiles. There is plenty of
capacity for bicycles and we need to be able to move cars out of Boise. Streets were made for cars, and
right now we have a good balance. Unfortunately Boise and Ada County are lost to growth and will
never be able to catch up. I know there was an article in a local paper that looked at Denver as an
example of how Boise and Ada County should go. I grew up there, Denver stinks! Traffic is horrible, and
there is nothing they can do to make it better. When I moved to Boise in 1991, we were about 20 or 25
years behind Denver as far as growth and leadership. We have closed that gap fast, especially in Boise
and it seems all is lost. For those who have been here a while or grew up in Idaho, Boise is lost. I don’t
think we should spend any money for bike lanes that are not needed!
Thanks!
Cory Stambaugh

From: Jim Kissler [mailto:jimk@norco-inc.com]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 3:27 PM
Cc: 'Grant Petersen jr'
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Please don’t add more bike lanes or parking lanes along Main Street, Idaho Street or along Fairview
Avenue downtown. Norco has to supply many medical patients the equipment they need throughout
the Northend and East Boise neighborhoods. We need traffic to flow evenly and efficiently down those
mid- town corridors to make our routes accessible and get to the patients in a timely manner. We can’t
deliver our home medical equipment on bicycles because it to too heavy and bulky.We need to use vans
to dispatch and pick up from multiple locations. Most developers are expected to build enough parking
to accommodate the needs of their developments so if we need bike lanes it should come from the
street parking, not the traffic lanes. More bike lanes in the traffic lanes will lead to another disaster like
we experienced with clogged streets in our last experiment.

Jim Kissler | Chief Executive Officer
Norco Incorporated | 1125 W. Amity Rd. | Boise, ID 83705
jimk@norco-inc.com
Phone: (208) 336-1643 | Fax: (208) 433-6160

From: Steve Clayton [mailto:srcidaho@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 10:59 AM
Subject: Main and Idaho bike lanes feedback

Justin, thanks for managing this project. Of the four concepts on the project website, as a bike
commuter year-round, I would appreciate ACHD advancing the Jefferson or Protected Bike Lanes
concepts. The other two do not look safe. Thanks. Steve Clayton

From: Clarence Jones [mailto:cjones1939@cableone.net]
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2016 7:40 PM
Subject: Main and Idaho Bike Lane Alternatives Study
Please don't mess up Main and Idaho Streets in our beautiful city
by placing bike lanes on these two main thoroughfares...
We have enough congestion getting down these two main streets as it is...
Adding bike lanes would just compound the problem...
Place the bike lanes on less traveled streets...
Clarence Jones
Retired Bank President
& Resident for 56 years!!!
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ACHD
3775 Adams Street
Garden

City, ID 83714

Dear Sirs:

The Bicycle lanes downtown Boise are a disgrace. You have made Downtown Boise into a

terrible area that most people no longer want to go to. You think about all the great stores that
have closed and the rudeness of the Bicyclists to vehicles and pedestrians.

Meridian, Nampa, Caldwell, Star and Middleton are growing due to the terrible work in Boise.

Bicyclist ride on the white lines, they never look, they swerye in front of pedestrians, they never
mind the lights and yet, if hit by a ca4 it is the driver of the car's fault.

It would be great if Boise ( downtown) could go back to better roads, with ample parking and no
one way streets. Get back great stores, like Macys.

If Bicyclists want to ride bikes, let them

obey the laws, respect people and obey the laws. They

have the greenbelt. Pedestrians should matter.

Boise is not as large as Portland or Seattle and we use to have a great city. Now it is

a

joke.

When did you forget about the real people who actually pay taxes and want a city that we can
feel safe

in?

We don't need more bars, we need good stores and cafes. Now, everyone goes to

the mall or out to Fairview lBagle to a great shopping area.

You wanted opinions but I'm not sure you will ever listen or care.

3386 S. Williamsburg Way
Boise. Id 83706
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Mr. Kent Goldthoroe. President
Ada County Highway District
3775 Adams Street

Garden City, ldaho 83714

President Goldthorpe and Commissioners,

I am

writing today in support of the Parking Protected Bike Lane Alternative on Main and ldaho Streets.

I believe

the

improv€:ments proposed with this alternative will lead to better mobility through downtown Boise. Specifically, this

alternative will provide better utiiization of the existing roadway infrastructure within existing public right-of-way, it will
calm traffic, it will offer a more comfortable cycling and walking experience and it will improve safety for all users by

giving each mode an expected space to operate. Ultimately, this option will encourage balanced use of Main
and ldaho
Streets by all modes of travel and will have a minor impact on those who choose to travel bv automobile.

We all are seeing tremendous interest and investment in downtown Boise and it is important to accommodate

anticipated future growth. I believe that the addition of bike lanes on Main and ldaho is necessary to facilitate mobility
through the downtown area and will enhance other development already underway or planned downtown in the near

future.

While the elimination of some on-street parking capacity is not optimal, I believe the loss of 27 on-street spaces is

a

modes: impact and well worth the positive impacts noted above. lt would be unfortunate to miss this opportunity to
provide Downtown Boise with an iconic transportation facility that offers so many benefits for such modest cost.

It is important that these changes are properly implemented with intentional design and are connected to the larger
bicycle network. My expectation is that the design and implementation would be of a permanent nature and finished

with appropriate materials typical of this type of on-street bicycle facility.

I look

forward to ACHD implementing this critical component of a modern, balanced transportation system and the

vibrancy it will promote in downtown Boise.

Cc: City

of Boise, dfluke@citvofboise.ors

June 7, 2016

Mr. Kent Goldthorpe, President
Ada County Highway District
3775 Adams Street
Garden City, Idaho 83714
RE: ACHD Main & Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives Study
President Goldthorpe and Commissioners,
CSHQA is a leading regional architecture and engineering firm based in downtown Boise and we have a
vested interest in its vibrancy. Our office relocated to Broad Street three (3) years ago and a key
component of our office design and culture was to provide a variety of transportation options to our staff.
We have 15-20 full time cyclists who travel daily into the downtown core, commuting to work, and the
safety of their travel is paramount. Within the last year, two of those commuters have been involved in
bicycle accidents wherein protected bike lanes may very well have prevented their mishaps and
subsequent injuries.
We have reviewed each of the proposed alternatives and have considered the implications of each on the
livability of downtown. CSHQA would like to show its support for the Parking Protected Bike Lane
Alternative on Main and Idaho Streets. We believe the improvements proposed with this alternative will
lead to better mobility through downtown Boise. Specifically, this alternative will provide better
utilization of the existing roadway infrastructure within existing public right-of-way, it will calm traffic, it
will offer a more comfortable cycling and walking experience and it will improve safety for all users by
giving each mode an expected space to operate. Ultimately, this option will encourage balanced use of
Main and Idaho Streets by all modes of travel and will have a minor impact on those who choose to travel
by automobile.
We invested in downtown Boise and believe it is important to accommodate anticipated future growth.
We believe that the addition of bike lanes on Main and Idaho is necessary to facilitate mobility through
the downtown area and will enhance other downtown development already underway or planned in the
near future.
Having traveled to many cities of the world where protected bike lanes are an integrated component of
the public infrastructure, it is important that these changes are properly implemented with intentional
design and are connected to the larger bicycle network for them to be successful. Our expectation is that
the design and implementation would be of a permanent nature and finished with appropriate materials
typical of this type of on-street bicycle facility.

Mr. Kent Goldthorpe, President
Page Two
June 7, 2016

We look forward to ACHD implementing this critical component of a modern, balanced transportation
system including the vibrancy it will promote and the safety it will afford to all cyclists in downtown Boise.
Sincerely,
CSHQA

Kent Hanway, AIA
President
KH:pk
cc: City of Boise, dfluke@cityofboise.org
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April23, 2016

Mr. Kent Goldthorpe, President
Ada Coun$ Highway District
3775 Adams Street
Garden City, ldaho 83714
RE: ACHD Main & ldaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives Study
President Goldthorpe and Commissioners,

Parklane Company has had a presence and interest in downtown Boise since the mid-1980's. My
company and I have renovated four downtown historic buildings: The Alaska Center, the ldaho Building,
the Union Block Building, and the ldanha. We continue to own and manage those buildings. The ldaho

and ldanha Buildings have more than one hundred apartments. For many of those residents, biking is
their main form of transportation.
I have reviewed each of the proposed bicycle lane alternatives, and am writing to recommend the
Parking Protected Bike Lane Alternative on Main and ldaho Streets. The improvements proposed with
this altemative will lead to better mobility through downtown Boise. Specifically, this alternative will
provide better utilization of the existing roadway infrastructure within the existing public right-of-way, it will
calm traffic, it will offer a more comfortable cycling and walking experience and it will improve safety for all

users by giving each mode an expected space to operate. Ultimately, this option willencourage a
balanced use of Main and ldaho Streets by all modes of travel, and it will have a minor impact on those

traveling by automobile.
Presently there is tremendous interest and investment in downtown Boise. The addition of bike lanes on
Main and ldaho willfacilitate mobility through the downtown area and willenhance other development
already undenray or planned downtown.
While the elimination of some on-street parking capacity is not optimal. The loss of 27 on-street spaces is
a modest impact and well worth the positive impacts noted above. lt would be unfortunate to miss this
opportunity to provide Downtown Boise with an iconic transportation facili$ that offers so many benefits

for such modest cost.
It is important that the new protected bike lanes are connected to the larger bicycle network, and finished
with appropriate materials typicat of this type of on-street bicycle facility. I hope that you and the other
Commissioners will soon implement the Parking Protected Bike Lane Alternative.

Parklane Company

Cc: City of Boise, dfluke@citvofboise.ors

817 W. Franklin St Boise lD 83702

r l:208.345.322'l

c t:208.U2.1209

r

El: ww.oarklane@.com

April 14, 2016

Mr. Kent Goldthorpe, President
Ada County Highway District
3775 Adams Street
Garden City, Idaho 83714

RE: ACHD Main & Idaho Bicycle Lane Alternatives Study

President Goldthorpe and Commissioners,
Old Boise, LLC has been investing in downtown Boise since 1974. Old Boise owns over 14 properties
downtown and leases commercial and residential space to dozens of businesses and individuals. We
choose to invest 100% of our real estate portfolio in downtown Boise only – nowhere else. Why?
Because of its compact, walkable layout and potential to grow and improve. Having a downtown
diverse in activities and easy to get around is critical. We believe the connectivity can and should be
improved. The long term health of the Treasure Valley is largely dependent upon a thriving downtown
in Boise.
We strongly support improved connectivity downtown through improved streetscapes and expanded
bike pathways. More people out of their cars means a much healthier and vibrant downtown. No
personal interaction occurs when people are encouraged (through street design and function) to travel
by vehicle. We have reviewed each of the proposed bike lane alternatives and have considered the
implications of each on the livability of downtown. Old Boise is writing to show its support for the
Parking Protected Bike Lane Alternative on Main and Idaho Streets. We believe the improvements
proposed with this alternative will lead to better mobility through downtown Boise. Specifically, this
alternative will provide better utilization of the existing roadway infrastructure within existing public
right-of-way, it will calm traffic, it will offer a more comfortable cycling and walking experience and it
will improve safety for all users by giving each mode an expected space to operate. Ultimately, this
option will encourage balanced use of Main and Idaho Streets by all modes of travel and will have a
minor impact on those who choose to travel by automobile.

106 N 6th M2 Boise, Idaho 83702

ph (208) 345-7852 fax (208) 379-1477

We are seeing tremendous interest and investment in downtown Boise and it is important to
accommodate anticipated future growth. We believe that the addition of bike lanes on Main and Idaho
is necessary to facilitate improved mobility through the downtown area and will enhance other
development already underway or planned downtown in the near future.
While the elimination of some on-street parking capacity is not optimal, we believe the loss of 27 onstreet spaces is a modest impact and well worth the positive impacts noted above. More people out of
their vehicles walking and biking will naturally improve street experience and business activity in
general.
It is important that these changes are properly implemented with intentional design and are connected
to the larger bicycle network. Our expectation is that the design and implementation would be of a
permanent nature and finished with appropriate materials typical of this type of on-street bicycle
facility.
We look forward to ACHD implementing this critical component of a modern, balanced transportation
system and the vibrancy it will promote in downtown Boise.
Sincerely,

Clay Carley
General Manager
Old Boise LLC

Cc: City of Boise, dfluke@cityofboise.org

106 N 6th M2 Boise, Idaho 83702

ph (208) 345-7852 fax (208) 379-1477
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May 31, 2016

Ada County Highway District Commissioner,
3775 Adams Street
Garden City, lD 8371

Re: Main and ldaho Street Bike Lane Project Alternative Selection
Dear Commissioners:

Valley Regional Transit (VRT) would like to present its needs as

it

relates

to the

alternative

selection process for bike lanes specifically on the Main Street and ldaho Street corridor in

downtown Boise under review.

VRT's operational and safety concerns are related

lanes are being proposed adjacent

to a

to the fact that protected or dedicated bike

heavy use transit corridor. VRT is confident that

a

solution can be reached that is safe and acceptable to all parties. Multiple design references,
e.g. AASHTO, NACTO, TCRP etc. state that dedicated bike lane facilities should not be placed

adjacent to a high use transit area/lanes without significant design and construction elements

to aid in safety and mobility. VRT's position is"if a facility is to be placed in the area, it should

be a facility that is done correctly with the proper amount of investment for safety

and

operational feasibility."

With the typical design elements proposed in the alternative study done by Kittleson &
Associates in past months, we feel that safety and operational continuity cbn be maximized for

all users if an alternative is selected that includes transit islands. VRT feels that transit islands
increase pedestrian and cyclist safety by limiting bus to bike conflicts and channeling
pedestrians and transit users to limited conflict points between pedestrians and cyclists.

Of the three alternatives provided, VRT sees the following pros and cons:

Alternative #1 - Parking Protected Bike Lanes:
Pros -

Safety is maximized between buses and cyclists by limiting the amount of weaving
allowed between cyclists and transit vehicles
Pedestrian conflicts with cyclists are minimized by channeling transit boarding and
alighting movements to specific points

o

Cyclists are more protected by parking, allowing a greater degree of comfort

to a larger

demographic of cyclists with a new facility
Cons -

o

The highest cost alternative due to maintenance and sweeping costs

700 NE 2nd Street, Suite

100 o

Meridian, lD

83542 o p:2O8.846.8547 o f: 208.846.8564 !

1.855.345.7433

o

Loss of a travel lane causing increased vehicle travel times through the

corridor

Alternative # 2 - Buffered Bike Lanes:
Pros -

o

Safetv is increased between buses and cyclists by limiting the amount of weaving
allowed between cyclists and transit vehicles

o

Pedestrian conflicts with cyclists are minimized by channeling transit boarding and
alighting movements to specific points

o

Cyclists are provided with a new facility

Cons -

o
o
o

Higher cost alternative
Lower cyclist comfort level due to less protection
Loss of a travel lane causing increased vehicle travel times through

the corridor

Alternative # 3 - Protected Bike Lanes:
Pros -

o
o

Cyclists are provided with a new facility

Lowest cost alternative for creation of a new bike facility

Cons -

o

Buses would weave across bike lane

to curb and stop every two blocks throughout the

corridor leaving an unsafe and uncomfortable corridor for cyclists and transit vehicles

o
o
VRT

Design methodology is contrary to current safe design practice
Loss of a large number of parking

throughout the corridor due to required bus curbing

will request transit related elements for applicable alternatives selected in the corridor.

VRT will also right size the number

of bus stops in the downtown area by removing some

underperforming stops and heavily branding and investing in higher performing bus stops in the

area with Transit lslands should they be selected. This action will more than likely involve respacing the stops through the corridor if this project moves forward.

Having reviewed these elements,
Bike Lanes -

it

is VRT's position that alternative # 1 - Parking Protected

is the best choice for downtown Boise. Please feel free

specific questions or comments. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Executive Director

cc:

Justin Cranney, Hawley Troxell
Boise City Council

Matt Edmond

to contact us with any

